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faronics deep freeze : can eliminate workstation damage and downtime by making computer configurations indestructible. once deep freeze is installed on a workstation, any changes made to the computer regardless of whether
they are accidental or malicious are never permanent. deep freeze provides immediate immunity from many of the problems that plague computers today inevitable configuration drift, accidental system misconfiguration, malicious

software activity, and incidental system degradation. you can remove deep freeze if you have administrator account on the machine (if you truly understand how). if you don't have admin level account, that is the first thing to
acquire. let that be your first challenge. there are two versions of deep freeze, deep freeze standard for a standalone workstation, and deep freeze enterprise for a network of client computers. df enterprise uses otp's (one time

passwords) in addition to a regular password. df standard uses only a regular password. the password is stored in persi0.sys in the c: root. but you won't be able to delete it or unlock it, even as administrator. there are workarounds
though. first get admin. please do not try to manually uninstall deep freeze when it is thawed. if you don't delete all the relevant registry entries and deep freeze driver you will make your windows unbootable. tags if this is false
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cloudberry backup supports windows, mac and linux. its written in java, and its one of the few native windows applications i know of that can back up to the cloud. that makes it ideal for backing up all your critical data. the service
automatically backs up your files and settings to a secure, free and managed cloud service, using a unique encryption key that is not stored anywhere. cloudberry one and cloudberry two are designed to be smart, secure and

reliable, and they will be fully integrated into windows 10. there are three basic ways to get deep freeze working, and these will be outlined here. the first way is to install the free deepfreeze program. this is a command-line based
program that was originally designed to freeze and restore windows environments, but its applicable to many other operating systems as well. the second way is to use the windows server version, available for free at the arq
website. the third way is to use the arq desktop client for mac or windows. with this method, the deep freeze service is built in to the backup and restore process, and so you dont need to install any third party applications or

command-line programs. hey there, 1) if you have a valid license, it should be possible to get a support from faronics directly. 2) if you've lost your password and just want to change it, booting from any linux live cd/usb should be
enough. iirc, deleting persi0.sys removes deepfreeze settings - but i will not give any guarantees or support for that. try at your own risk. 3) if you're putting in ssds and a new system on them, you're looking at a complete reinstall

anyway. there is no need to disable deepfreeze for that. 5ec8ef588b
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